
Law firms are an attractive target for cyber criminals, due to the confidential nature of their clients’ 
information and the volume of funds passing through trust accounts at any given time. Law firms are 
in a position of ‘trusted advisor’ to their clients, and there is enormous risk of severe consequences and 
reputational damage if a firm experiences a cyber security event.

Cyber security breaches occur every hour, every day – in fact, every 7 minutes. It is a vital area of 
information technology for law firms, and requires best-in-class innovative solutions. Cyber attacks are not a 
matter of ‘if,’ they are a matter of ‘when.’

LexVeritas is proud to partner with AUCloud to deliver the LexCloud solution to the legal market.

LexCloud, powered by AUCloud, is the Superior Choice for Law Firms.
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Data securely stored locally.
All data securely stored and managed within 
Australian controlled and located data centres 
with sovereign ownership limiting application of 
foreign legislation and extra jurisdictional access.

Superior sovereign security assurance
We are owned by Australians and managed 
and operated in Australia by security cleared 
Australians. All our services and the data we 
manage remains in Australia –ALWAYS. This 
includes customer data, metadata, monitoring 
and derived analytics data. Our Community 
Rules Information Security Policy (CRISP) 
guarantees higher security of everyone’s data 
and distinguishes our service in the market.

Built to Government specifications
Our solutions are developed in conjunction with, 
and for, Government and Critical Industry sector 
organisations to operate to the highest level of 
security. We meet, in fact exceed, the Australian 
Signals Directorate ISM control requirements.

Enhanced operational effectiveness.
We integrate world leading API based IaaS 
automation, orchestration and monitoring 
practices that make it quicker, easier and 
more secure to transition at scale to cloud. 
Our advanced engineering enables improved 
service levels and proactive automated alerting.
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LexCloud is available in 
a single or dual solution.

1. LexCloud Resilience

Sovereignty

• Data securely stored locally (Sydney, Melbourne 
and Canberra)

• Data is managed by Australian security cleared 
professionals

Security

• Meets and exceeds the Australian Signals 
Directorate ISM control requirements

Performance

• Build and access highly scalable and highly 
secure capacity

2. LexCloud Hosting

Cybersecurity Solution Infrastructure as a Service

Access to our security operations centre

• Continuous protective monitoring

• Incident detection and response

• Expert analysts and playbooks

• Complementary add ons

• Transparency and audit capability

Microsoft 365 backup

• Backup

• Retention

• Restoration

About LexVeritas
The dedicated, Brisbane-based LexVeritas team 
provides bespoke Finance, IT and People & 
Culture services tailored to mid-tier and boutique 
law firms. 

By using new-world innovation and technology, 
LexVeritas empowers law firms to free themselves 
of the daily challenges of effectively managing 
the Finance, IT and People & Culture functions. 
Our specialist staff and integrated solutions allow 
you to focus on what you do best – provide legal 
services to your clients. 

About AUCloud
AUCloud, an ASX listed company, provides 
highly secure, standards based, sovereign 
cloud Infrastructure-as-a-Service to Australian 
Government, Critical National Industry 
communities and security conscious enterprises. 

AUCloud solutions enable customers to benefit 
from sovereign data protection with the scale, 
automation, elasticity and lower costs typically 
associated with global cloud offerings.
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